“Mathematical Message”
by Morpheus Ashahed El

Peace and Love!! This Message is Manifested from the reflex of mental reflection. I
intend to keep this brief. I just felt it important to manifest this as a memorandum to the
“Family of Nations / The Reader -- specifically Moors.
The Mathematics / Science that will unify Our Nation / The world, is “Algebra”

What is “Algebra” ?

Answer: Lets go to the Etymon:

“Algebra” is a noun recognized in Italian, Spanish, and Late Latin as “Algebra”,
in French as Algebre, in Arabic as “Al-jebr” ; simply meaning the reduction of
parts to whole numbers. Bonesetting, from “jabara” to bind together,
consolidate; Al-jebr, w’almuqabalah. (W’ Al-Mu-Qabalah). Reference: Websters
International Unabridged Dictionary Published 1910.

This Concept is relative to Tribalism (Division) v. Nationality (Algebra). Tribalism keeps us
divided, opposed to Nationality which brings algebraic unification. As a matter of fact, the
Circle is the must perfect Symbol of Algebra. Example: A slice of pizza before it is cut, is a
whole pie. Once the pie is cut it is easy to take pieces, before you know it the pie is gone, but if it
is not cut, you have to deal with the whole pie.
“Noble Prophet El Hajj Shariff Abdul Ali, informed us that our Ancestors were the contributors
of the branch of Mathematics / Science called “Algebra” in his historical “Message to
America.”
I conclude this short message projecting ‘Thanks’ to all who have, and are, contributing to
uplifting fallen Humanity. Peace and Love.
“Every living thing is connected to every other living thing”
--- Reference Holy Koran of the Moorish Holy Temple of Science.
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